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ABSTRACT 

 

This project is based in the use of social networks that have much 

success in the market. With the data collected, using 

communication through the tools that provide us will be created a 

new application. 

Foodstagram will collect photos that Instagram users share in real 

time. These photos will go through a series of filters to finally select 

only those that are interesting for the application. One of these 

filters will be to use Foursquare to find the closest restaurant to the 

place where the photo was taken. 

The final result is a map where the user can see a set of restaurants 

obtained by the application. Moreover, for each restaurant, the 

user can view all the photos that had been taken within it, from the 

time the application starts. 
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RESUMEN 

 

Este proyecto se centra en utilizar redes sociales que están teniendo 

mucho éxito en el mercado. Con los datos obtenidos, mediante la 

comunicación a través de las herramientas que nos proporcionan, se 

va a crear una nueva aplicación web. 

Foodstagram obtendrá fotografías que van compartiendo los 

usuarios de Instagram en tiempo real. Estas fotografías pasarán por 

una serie de filtros para al final seleccionar solo las que son 

interesantes para la aplicación. Uno de estos filtros consistirá en 

utilizar Foursquare para localizar el restaurante más cercano al lugar 

donde se realizó la fotografía. 

El resultado final es un mapa donde el usuario puede ver un conjunto 

de restaurantes obtenidos por la aplicación. Además, para cada 

restaurante, el usuario podrá visualizar todas las fotos que se han 

realizado dentro de él, desde el momento que arranca la aplicación. 
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RESUM 

 

Aquest projecte es centra en utilitzar xarxes socials que estan tenint 

molt d’èxit en el mercat. Amb les dades obtingudes, mitjançant la 

comunicació utilitzant les eïnes que ens proporcionen, es crearà una 

nova aplicació web. 

Foodstagram obtindrà fotografies que van compartint els usuaris de 

Instagram en temps real. Aquestes fotografies pasaran per un seguit 

de filtres per finalment seleccionar només les que son insteresants 

per l’aplicació. Un daquests filres consistira en utilitar Foursquare per 

localitzar el restaurant més proper al lloc on es va fer la fotografia. 

El resultat final es un mapa on l’usuari pot visualitzar un conjunt de 

restaurants obtinguts per l’aplicacio. A més a més, per cada 

resturant, l’usuari podrà visulitzar les fotografies que s’han realitzat a 

prop d’ell, desde el moment que s’engega Foodstagram. 
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1 – INTRODUCTION 
 

Social Media (SM) is the center of the digital world nowadays. Almost everybody who has an 

access to the internet in his mobile or computer has been an active user of at least one of the 

Social media platforms. Over one billion of users mean incredibly huge resource of the 

personal data which is used every day by big corporations and small companies to explore all 

societal behaviors inside SM environment.  

One of the biggest social media platforms with 150 million users is Instagram (1). This tool 

allows keeping photos and videos, applying digital filters to them and what’s the most 

important in whole social activity – to sharing them with other individual users or all public of 

the platform. Daily, 55 million photos are uploaded to the data of Instagram. Thanks to the 

open access to the photos we are able to make the Foodstagram project.   

The objective of the project is to get all possible photos (made in real time) of the food dishes 

from the restaurants of Catalonia and create a map showing were they were taken exactly.  

 

1.1 - Project description 
 

During this project we will analyze if it’s possible to create an application able to collect and 

show photos in real time and, for each photo, make some checks to detect if the photo could 

be interesting for the project. Photos that project are interested in are photos showing food 

from restaurants.  

After one photo has passed the filters, it will be saved in the database of photos.  

 

1.2 - Personal motivation 
 

Develop a web application that use data from huge social media applications like Instagram 

and Foursquare was the most motivating point for choose this project. Creating a new 

application using data from users but without the need of having own users make the project 

very interesting.  

Capturing photos in real time, treating those photos and, after, showing where they were 

uploaded by the user in a map make is an interesting part of the project. 

Also, when the project is finish, it’s very easy to create another new project using very similar 

structure. For example it will be easy to create a web that shows photos from Sonar 2014, 

using the locations of scenarios. Or another one that show photos with concrete tag 

(#summer, #cats, etc). And why not, today are very popular selfies, it would be easy create a 

map of selfies. Transformative possibilities for this project are endless.  

file:///C:/Users/Plein/Dropbox/Foodstagram/GEP/Deliveries/Delivery%201/Scope%20of%20the%20project.docx%23_Resources:
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1.3 - State of art and limits of the project 
 

The project try to evaluate the best way for choose photos of food dishes without entering in 

the world of pattern recognition and semantic data that would be a project itself. And it’s 

possible it will be done as final project by other students from the university. 

Also the developer will search and use existing applications and libraries for make a project 

that make work all together.  

The objective of the project is to make an application that work in real time with big amount of 

data. Moreover the project must be able to manage photos from Instagram users. 

Is not an objective of the project be able to show only food photos, with 100% accuracy, 

because is not an achievable challenge. People, mostly tourist, use wireless from restaurants 

for upload to Instagram their own photos. Photos that they could took outside the restaurant 

during the day. Those photos will be treated by our application. The reason is that Instagram 

tells where the photo was uploaded and not where it was taken. 

 

1.4 - Objectives 
 

a) Be able to create an application that can get photos made in Catalonia in real time from 

Instagram users. 

 

b) Make the project select every photo using different filters without creating bottlenecks. 

Photos that don’t pass the filters will be rejected. Otherwise, the rest of photos will be 

stored in the system. 

 

 

c) Build a system able to store thousands of photos metadata in a database, choosing the 

faster technology. 

 

d) Be able to show the photos in a map. Where new photos will automatically appear 

without needed of refresh the map, neither the application.  
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1.5 - Initial modifications 
 

Although the project wanted to get photos from all Catalonia using Instagram subscription, we 

found that Instagram make has some restrictions and we only couldn’t subscribe to more than 

30 points and with a maximum radius of 5km. That’s limit the area we can subscribe to get 

photos, and we have to choose which areas shall take account by the application. The criteria 

used for choose the areas will be explained in next points of the memory.  

Also we had to add a new filter for select photos that wasn’t plan at beginning of the project. 

During development of the project was detected that appeared many photos of people in 

restaurants, more than photos of food dishes. For that reason, we decided to create a new 

filter that discards photos where any face appears. 

It was also noted that many photos were shown in the map, so we decided to group the 

photos by the nearest restaurant. Then we can see all photos from one restaurant in a single 

popup.  

 

1.6 - Methodology 
 

Foodstagram needs an early diagnose of bugs and calibration. To do that, the project will be 

divided in different iterations. Using an agile development method it is the clue to get the 

goals. We are going to use a short cycle of development for achieve the goals of every 

iteration.  

Each iteration will have three stages: Analysis, Implementation and Test/Calibration. 

One iteration will not be started till previous one is checked. This method assures that any 

possible bug can appear only inside the current iteration and there is no need to go back and 

check previous iterations. 
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2 - ANALYSIS OF TECHNOLOGIES 
 

2.1 - Client side 
 

2.1.1 - Node.js 

 

Node.js is a platform built on Chrome's JavaScript runtime for easily building fast, scalable 

network applications. Node.js uses an event-driven, non-blocking I/O model that makes it 

lightweight and efficient, perfect for data-intensive real-time applications that run across 

distributed devices. 

Node.js was choose against other languages, like Phyton, 

for many reasons: 

a) It’s base on JavaScript, a language known for 

the developer before start the project. 

b) Node.js is event-driven language, in our case, 

that’s mean we can treat many photos at 

same time without worry about the workflow. 

c) Node.js shines in real-time web applications 

employing push technology over web sockets. 

d) Support for package management using the 

NPM tool that comes by default with every 

Node.js installation. Many package are used 

by Foodstagram, those are introduced in point 

3.1.1.2. 

 

2.1.1.1 - How does it works? 

 

Node.js is not a silver-bullet new platform that will dominate the web development world. 

Instead, it’s a platform that fills a particular need. And understanding this is absolutely 

essential. You definitely don’t want to use Node.js for CPU-intensive operations; in fact, using 

it for heavy computation will annul nearly all of its advantages. Where Node really shines is in 

building fast, scalable network applications, as it’s capable of handling a huge number of 

simultaneous connections with high throughput, which equates to high scalability. 

How it works under-the-hood is pretty interesting. Compared to traditional web-serving 

techniques where each connection (request) spawns a new thread, taking up system RAM and 

eventually maxing-out at the amount of RAM available, Node.js operates on a single-thread, 

Illustration 1: Node.js Wikipedia 
information. 
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using non-blocking I/O calls, allowing it to support support tens of thousands of concurrent 

connections 

 

Illustration 2: Node.js working diagram. 

 

2.1.1.2 – Node.js package manager 

 

A full list of packaged modules can be found on the NPM website https://npmjs.org/. The 

module ecosystem is open to all, and anyone can publish their own module that will be listed 

in the NPM repository. 
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It’s very easy to install new package to Node.js. Just one line in the console is required. 

$ npm install socket.io 

This command will install the socket.io package of node.js. 

2.1.1.3 – Packages used by Foodstagram 

 

Here is a list with all packages, with brief introduction, used for build Foodstagram: 

 express - Express.js, a Sinatra-inspired web development framework for Node.js, and 

the de-facto standard for the majority of Node.js applications out there today. 

 

 request - Request is designed to be the simplest way possible to make http calls. It 

supports HTTPS and follows redirects by default. 

 

 socket.io - Socket.IO enables real-time bidirectional event-based communication. 

It works on every platform, browser or device, focusing equally on reliability and 

speed. 

 

 nano - Minimalistic couchdb driver for node.js. Used for request to database. 

 

 instagram-node-lib - The Instagram Node Lib is a helper library for node that makes 

communicating with the Instagram API easy. 

 

 node-foursquare - Fault-tolerant Foursquare API wrapper for Node JS. Allows 

communication with Foursquare API. 

 

 ccv-purejs – This library, using the library ccv, provides an algorithm for detect faces in 

photos. Doesn’t work with 100% accuracy, but will help to the final result of 

Foodstagram application. 

 

 

2.1.2 - CouchDB  

 

CouchDB is a database that completely embraces the web. 

Store your data with JSON documents. Access your 

documents and query your indexes with your web 

browser, via HTTP. Index, combine, and transform your 

documents with JavaScript. CouchDB works well with 

modern web and mobile apps.  
Illustration 3: CouchDB logo. 

http://expressjs.com/
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Be able to store JSON documents were the main reason to choose CouchDB. Both the data 

Instagram will send to Foodstagram, as well as the data from Foursquare, are JSON format. 

 

2.1.2.1 – Brief introduction to JSON 

 

JSON, or JavaScript Object Notation, is an open standard format that uses human-readable 

text to transmit data objects consisting of attribute–value pairs. It is used primarily to transmit 

data between a server and web application, as an alternative to XML. 

Although originally derived from the JavaScript scripting language, JSON is a language-

independent data format, and code for parsing and generating JSON data is readily available in 

a large variety of programming languages. 

The following example shows a possible JSON representation describing a person. 

{ 

    "firstName": "John", 

    "lastName": "Smith", 

    "isAlive": true, 

    "age": 25, 

    "height_cm": 167.64, 

    "address": { 

        "streetAddress": "21 2nd Street", 

        "city": "New York", 

        "state": "NY", 

        "postalCode": "10021-3100" 

    }, 

    "phoneNumbers": [ 

        { "type": "home", "number": "212 555-1234" }, 

        { "type": "office",  "number": "646 555-4567" } 

    ] 

} 
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2.2 – Client side 

 

2.2.1 – HTML 

 

HTML or HyperText Markup Language is the standard markup language used to create web 

pages.  

HTML is written in the form of HTML elements consisting of 

tags enclosed in angle brackets (like <html>). HTML tags most 

commonly come in pairs like <h1> and </h1>, although some 

tags represent empty elements and so are unpaired, for 

example <img>. The first tag in a pair is the start tag, and the 

second tag is the end tag (they are also called opening tags and 

closing tags). 

Web browsers can also refer to Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to 

define the look and layout of text and other material. The W3C, 

maintainer of both the HTML and the CSS standards, encourages the use of CSS over explicit 

presentational HTML 

 

2.2.2 – CSS 

 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used for describing the look and 

formatting of a document written in a markup language. While most often used to style web 

pages and interfaces written in HTML and XHTML, the language can be applied to any kind of 

XML document, including plain XML, SVG and XUL. CSS is a cornerstone specification of the 

web and almost all web pages use CSS style sheets to describe their presentation. 

CSS is designed primarily to enable the separation of document content from document 

presentation, including elements such as the layout, colors, and fonts. This separation can 

improve content accessibility, provide more flexibility and control in the specification of 

presentation characteristics, enable multiple pages to share formatting, and reduce complexity 

and repetition in the structural content (such as by allowing for tableless web design). 

 

2.2.3 – JavaScript 

 

JavaScript (JS) is a dynamic computer programming language. It is most commonly used as 

part of web browsers, whose implementations allow client-side scripts to interact with the 

user, control the browser, communicate asynchronously, and alter the document content that 

Illustration 4: HTML format 
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is displayed. It is also being used in server-side network programming (with Node.js), game 

development and the creation of desktop and mobile applications. 

JavaScript is a prototype-based scripting language with dynamic typing and has first-class 

functions. Its syntax was influenced by C. JavaScript copies many names and naming 

conventions from Java, but the two languages are otherwise unrelated and have very different 

semantics. The key design principles within JavaScript are taken from the Self and Scheme 

programming languages. It is a multi-paradigm language, supporting object-oriented, 

imperative, and functional programming styles. 

 

2.3 – Instagram 
 

Instagram is an online mobile photo-sharing, video-sharing and social networking service that 

enables its users to take pictures and videos, apply digital filters to them, and share them on a 

variety of social networking services, such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and Flickr. A distinctive 

feature is that it confines photos to a square shape, similar to Kodak Instamatic and Polaroid 

images, in contrast to the 4:3 aspect ratio typically used by mobile device cameras. Users are 

also able to share the position where they upload the photo.  

 

Instagram is supported by Android, iPhone and Windows phone. In 2013 Instagram grew by 

23%. 

 

Illustration 5: Instagram stats. 

 

2.3.1 – Instagram API 

 

Instagram API offers the possibility to developer to have free access to Instagram data. The API 

responds to request sending data in JSON format. For use the API the developer need to 

register the application in Instagram website. After registration one OAuth client ID and client 

password will be provided for use the API. Once the developer has register the application, can 

start making request to Instagram API using the OAuth authentication. The full authentication 

system is explained in the annex. 

There are different endpoints able in Instagram API. Also offer the possibility to get real time 

photo updates. 
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2.3.1.1 – Real-Time photo updates 

 

Real-time photo updates provide your application with instant notifications of new photos as 

they are posted on Instagram. The real-time API serves 

a couple of basic needs: First, instead of polling the 

Instagram servers to check to see if there are new 

photos available, the developer can rely upon the 

servers to POST to a callback URL on his server when new data 

is available. Second, developers running servers like Node.js can provide real-time experiences 

of events to their users.  

There are different kinds of subscriptions: 

 Users: receive notifications when users who have registered with your application 

post new photos. 

 

 Tags: receive notifications when a new photo is tagged with tags of your choosing. 
 

 

 Locations: receive notifications when new photos are posted and tagged with a 

specific location. 

 

 Geographies: receive notifications when new photos are posted in an arbitrary 

geographical location as defined by a center point and radius.  

 

Geographies subscriptions are used in this project.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration 6: Instagram logo 
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2.3.1.2 – JSON data returned 

 

The format of JSON data return by Instagram API has the next structure: 

 

Illustration 7: Instagram json format. 

Important information for Foodstagram: 

 Id – Control to take the photo just one time. 

 Location – Need the position where was uploaded the photo (latitude, longitude). 

 Caption -> text – The comment of the photo. 

 Images -> low_resolution – The photo in 306x306 px resolution. 
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2.4 – Foursquare 
 

Foursquare is a location-based social networking website for mobile devices, such as 

smartphones. Users "check in" at venues using a mobile website, text messaging or a device-

specific application by selecting from a list of venues the application locates nearby. Location is 

based on GPS hardware in the mobile device or network location provided by the application, 

and the map is based on data from the OpenStreetMap project. Each check-in awards the user 

points and sometimes "badges". The user who checks in the most often to a venue becomes 

the "mayor," and users regularly vie for "mayorships." 

 

Illustration 8: Foursquare logo 

Foursquare has a database with more that 27 million geolocated venues. The venues are 

identified with different categories. 

 

2.4.1 – Foursquare API 

 

Foursquare API operation is similar to Instagram API. Use the same OAuth authentication 

system. Also respond request with JSON data. 

The foursquare API provides methods for accessing a resource such as a venue, tip, or user, at 

a canonical URL. Only the access used by Foodstagram will be explained. With a given location, 

the developer can ask to Foursquare for near venues. The API will answer with a JSON 

including the list of venues with short information about them. 
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2.4.1.1 – JSON data returned 

 

The format of JSON data return by Foursquare API has the next structure: 

 

Illustration 9: Foursquare json format 

  

Important information for Foodstagram: 

 Location-> lat, lng and distance – lat and lng are the restaurant latitude and longitude. 

And distance is the distance between the restaurant and the position send by the 

developer. 

 

 Categories – List of categories of the venue.  

 

 Name – Name of the venue. 
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2.5 - Google maps API 
 

The Google Maps Javascript API v3 allow the developer to user maps from google in a website. 

Provides a number of utilities for manipulating maps and add context to maps. The use of this 

API is very important in the project because the entire user interface is built with this tool. 

When user opens the website, he only can see a map.  

The interface is responsible, that mean that can be used in computers, phones or tables. 

Developer doesn’t need to worry about anything, google maps will do it itself. 

Also allow to add markers at any time you want. A marker identifies a location on a map. By 

default, a marker uses a standard image. 
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3– PROJECT DESIGN 
 

The design of the project is divided in two parts: Server side, or back end, and client side, or 

front end. 

3.1 – Server side 
 

Is responsible of start the application and responsible of photo processing. Also provides 

maintenance of the database and control the state of photos. And finally, is responsible to 

send updates to the client side. 

 

3.1.2 – Start the application 

 

When Foodstagram is launch has some tasks to perform. The order is not important. Since we 

are using an event-drive language task are launch in parallel. 

 Create geographic subscriptions: Program will read a configuration file where are 

defined the positions that are going to be subscribed in Instagram.  User can modify 

the list of subscriptions but need to restart the application for apply the changes. The 

number maximum of subscriptions is defined by Instagram and is 30. 

 Load restaurants from database: All restaurants from database will be loaded and 

process. When one user connects to application, all data will be ready to be sent 

without need of database connections. 

 

3.2.1 – Photo processing 

 

Ones the application is running, new photos can be notified by Instagram. Foodstagram will 

use a series filters to determine if one photo is accepted or rejected. This part is the most 

complex part of the application and also the most important. The quality of the filters has total 

impact over the final result. 

Accepted photos will be store in the database and sent to the client side.  
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3.2 – Client side 
 

On the one hand there is the server side that On the other hand we have the client side. Its 

work is allowing the user to access orderly to all the data collected by the server side. Also has 

to be alert for updates and display new restaurants when server sent. 

 

3.2.1 User interface 

 

3.2.1.1 The map 

 

When user connects to the application a map will be shown. The map will be center in 

Catalonia, but the user can move around the world and make zoom.  

Map show a marker for each restaurant from Foodstagram database with more than X photos. 

The number of photos can be modified by the app administrator. By default, only restaurants 

with more than five photos are shown. 

At the moment user load Foodstagram, all makers are red. But markers can change color. 

  RED – Is the initial color. The restaurant was loaded when user entered the 

application. 

  GREEN – The restaurant have been checked by the user in this session.  

  BLUE – New restaurant or new photo was added to the map after loading the 

application. 

 

Illustration 10: Foodstagram map. 
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Positioning the cursor on a marker displays the name of the restaurant. 

 

3.2.1.2 The restaurants 

 

User can click in any restaurant marker.  After click a popup is display with information about 

the photos of restaurant and the map is center in the marker. The result is a popup like we can 

see in the pictures below.  

 

In the information windows of the restaurant we can find the next information: 

 Restaurant name. 

 Address of the restaurant. Not always available. 

 Kind of restaurant. Show which kind of food serves the restaurant: Mediterranean, 

Italian, Japanese... 

 One photo of the restaurant. 

 Total number of photos from the restaurant. 

 Slider for change to the next/previous photo. Automatically the slider moves to next 

photo every two seconds. 

 

Only one marker can be open at the same time. If user opens a marker, and it was another 

open, the old marker is automatically close. And the map is center in the new marker 

Illustration 12: Information Windows structure. Illustration 11: Information Windows example. 
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The restaurant name of the information window it’s a url to the Foursquare page of the 

restaurant. In Foursquare the user can find more information about the restaurant and 

comments of clients. 

 

3.2.2 - Events 

 

3.2.2.1 – Start 

 

Once user open the url of the application the server send a list of restaurant to the client. Then 

client create a map and for each restaurant insert a marker in the map. At this moment, the 

user can start interaction with restaurants. 

 

3.2.2.2 – New restaurant 

 

When a restaurant reach de minimum number of photos for be shown on the map, the server 

sent an alert to the client with information about the new restaurant. The client creates a new 

blue marker at the position of the restaurant. The marker is configured with the information 

sent by the server. 

 

3.2.2.3 – Update restaurant 

 

This event occurs when new photo is added to a restaurant that is already in the map. The 

procedure is divided into two parts. 

1. Delete the restaurant marker. 

2. Create a new marker with the same properties but with different color and adding the 

new photo. 

  

3.3 - Instagram API 
 

Foodstagram wanted to get photos from whole Catalonia but they limit the number of 

geographies where we can subscribe to thirty. Geography is defined by position (latitude, 

longitude) and radius. The radius can’t be bigger than 5km. 

For that reason, with the limitations from Instagram, it’s important to use a good criteria for 

choose the geographies where Foodstagram will subscribe. 
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3.4 - Foursquare API 
 

Foursquare is used for check venues near the photos. Foodstagram will try to find venues in a 

radius of 5 meters. The venues that Foodstagram will accept are defined in a configuration file. 

The nearest venue to the photo will be chosen as the venue where the photo was taken. And 

the information of the venue will be saved and used for be display to the user. 

 

3.5 - Application configuration 
 

Foodstagram want to be easy to configure. For that reason, the server administrator has the 

possibility to configure some parts of the application editing some text files. 

The configuration files are located inside the Foodstagram folder in  config folder. 

 

3.5.1 – Configuring Instagram subscriptions 

 

 File -> cities.json 

In this file we can choose: 

1. The locations we want Foodstagram to subscribe. No more than thirty locations can be 

subscribed at same time. The necessary information is: 

a. name – Is the name we want to use for the subscription. This name is not 

shown to the user, but is displayed in the application log.  

b. latitude – Latitude of the location we want to subscribe. Decimal format. 

c. longitude – Longitude of the location we want to subscribe. Decimal format. 

d. numRequest – It’s a natural number indicating how many Instagram request 

Foodstagram will wait before asking to Instagram for updates. It’s important 

for big cities where we don’t want to stress Instagram with too many request. 

 

2. Also we can choose the radius used for create subscriptions. Although the maximum is 

5km, is not recommended to use more than 3km when big cities, like Barcelona, are 

inside the radius. 

 

3. Finally, we can choose the minimum number of photos need a restaurant to be shown 

in the map. 

 

 

Here is an example of configuration with just three subscriptions 
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Illustration 13: Example of cities.json file 

 

3.5.2 Configuring Foursquare venues 

 

File -> restaurantCategories.json 

This file is used to define the categories of venues will be accepted by Foodstagram. The list of 

categories is defined in Foursquare website: https://developer.foursquare.com/categorytree 

The file contains a list of categories, without limit. For each category we have to define: 

1. name – Name of the category. We can use the name we want. 

2. categoryId – Provided identifier by Foursquare. It can be find the previous link. 

 

Illustration 14: Foursquare categories ids hierarchy 

https://developer.foursquare.com/categorytree
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Here is an example of configuration file with 4 categories:  

 

 

Illustration 15: Example of restaurant categories.json file 

 

3.5.3 – Authentication APIs configuration 

 

File -> configAPIs.json 

In this last file are defined the clientID (user) and clientSecret (password) for connect to 

Instagram and Foursquare APIs. These credentials are provided by the APIs. 

In the next image we can find an example of configAPIs.json file. 

 

Illustration 16: Example of configAPIs.json file 
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4 – PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The project implementation is divided in two separated parts: server side, or back end, and 

client side, or front end. 
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4.1 Server side implementation 
 

The implementation design is divided in separated iterations that had been carried out sorted 

in execution order. In the next chart we can see the workflow implemented in the application. 

 

Illustration 17: Foodstagram server workflow. 
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4.1.1 – Request real time photos 

 

The goal of this iteration is to create the subscriptions to the Instagram API and be able to get 

photos in real time. This iteration uses the library instagram-node-lib. For use the library we 

need to use our clientID and clientSecret that are defined in the configuration file 

configAPIs.json. Also for use the real time API we need to provide a callback url. 

Once the library is setup, we proceed to delete every subscription made before. This step can 

be done in just one line of code using the instagram-node-lib that provide a function for delete 

all subscriptions unsubscribe_all(). 

Create subscriptions 

Next step is to read the configuration file cities.json, and then create one subscription for each 

geography subscription specified. In order to create a subscription we need to send a request 

to the Instagram API. In this request we have to add the next information: 

1. latitude and longitude 

2. radius  

3. callbar url – We used a different url for each subscription. The format of the callback 

url follow the format:  www.aplicationURL.com/callback/numSubscription 

After send the subscription request, Instagram answer with a GET request to the url callback 

we provided with a random string as parameter. The purpose is to verify that we want to 

subscribe. In order to verify the subscription we need to handshake returning the string 

parameter. 

The process must be done for each subscription. But we found problems and some 

subscriptions couldn’t be created. For don’t stress the server and send too many request in 

short time, we decided to set a delay of 1 second between each subscription. Once the delay 

was added the problem disappeared.  

When the last subscription is made, we need to get the identifier that Instagram provided for 

each subscription. This identifier is will be needed later. To obtain the identifiers we have to 

request a list of subscriptions to Instagram. The response contains the identifier (object_id) of 

each subscription. 
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Illustration 18: Example of subscription list returned by Instagram 

Receiving updates 

When someone posts a new photo and it triggers an update of one of our subscriptions, 

Instagram make a POST request to the callback URL that we defined in the subscription. The 

post body contains a raw text JSON body with 

update objects. 

To obtain the updated photos we need to request 

the recent photos of the subscription. And finally, 

Instagram answer with the photos in the json 

format we saw in the section 3.3.1.2. 

Some subscription can get many updates; can 

happen if there is a city like Barcelona inside the 

subscribed area. For control the number of requests 

we send to Instagram we use the parameter 

‘numRequest’ defined in the cities.json file. This 

number indicates the number of updates we want 

to wait before request the photos. 

At this point of the project the application is receiving photos data at real time from Instagram. 

From now we are going to use the words ‘photo data’ to refer to the photo metadata returned 

by Instagram for a photo. 

 

 

 

Illustration 19: Example of POST request send by 
Instagram when subscription trigger an update. 
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4.1.2 – Search of spots near the photo 

 

After receiving the photo, the next step is to check spots near the position where the photo 

was uploaded. This position is defined in the json parameter returned by Instagram. The 

position is defined with a latitude and longitude. 

Here is where Foursquare API becomes important. Using the API, through the node-foursquare 

library, we can request near venues to a position. The parameters sent to the request are: 

 ll -  Latitude and longitude of the photo location. 

 radius -  Limit results to venues within this many meters of the specified location 

 categoryId - A comma separated list of categories to limit results to. If specifying a top-

level category, all sub-categories will also match the query.  

 

The intention was to send the request with every category specified by the 

restaurantCategories.json file. But the use of too many categories causes errors. For that 

reason why send the request only with one categoryID that is the father of every restaurant 

category: 

 

After send the request, Foursquare answer with a list of all food related venues. From the list 

of venues we have to choose only one. For that purpose, the first action is rejecting all venues 

with a category not specified in the configuration file. Between the accepted venues we 

choose the closer to the location of the photo.  

Now we have the nearest restaurant data to the photo. From now we are going to use the 

words ‘restaurant data’ to refer to the photo metadata returned by Foursquare for a 

retaurant. 

 

4.1.3 – Preparing database and store data 

 

As we saw in section 3.1.2, Foodstagram is going to use CouchDB, a database oriented to 

documents. We will use the database through nano, a node.js library for CouchDB. 

First of all, we need to create a database. This is a simple operation but very important. 
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4.1.3.1 Choosing the document format 

 

After that we need to think how we want to store the data into database. Which is the best 

option? We need to save the photo and restaurant data. There are three options that look 

best. 

Option1: Saving photos data with restaurant data inside 

 

This option creates a document for each photo. The 

document is created with one photo data and the 

restaurant data of the nearest restaurant. 

It’s a good option for access to photos; every photo is in a 

different document. But if we have more than one photo 

with the same restaurant, we are going to save the same 

restaurant data in different documents. Also is not efficient 

for find all the photo of a restaurant. 

DISCARED OPTION 

 

 

Option 2: Saving photos data and restaurants data separately 

 

Illustration 21: Second option of document. 

With this option we have a different document for each restaurant and each photo. In this 

case, it’s solved the problem of repeating data, that we had in the first option. But, like before, 

is not efficient for find all the photos of a restaurant. 

DISCARED OPTION 

Illustration 20: First option of document. 
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Option 3: Saving restaurant data with photos data inside 

 

The last option is to create a document for each 

restaurant and add inside, every photo of the 

restaurant. 

This is the best option because is based in the structure 

that will be shown to the user in the interface. The user 

will click in a restaurant and will see every photo of it. 

Using this document is more complicated at the time 

to save photos but it’s much easier for read data. 

ACCEPTED OPTION 

 

 

 

Final document format 

The final format is based in the option 3. But adding two parameters for make them easier to 

access.  

 

Illustration 23: Final option document structure. 

Illustration 22: Third option of document. 
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4.1.3.2 Events 

 

4.1.3.2.1 New restaurant 

 

This event occurs when a photo is located in a restaurant that we didn’t have before in the 

database. The procedure is to create a new restaurant object with the restaurant data, add the 

photo data inside and insert it in the database. 

 

4.1.3.2.2 New restaurant photo 

 

Occurs when a photo belong to a restaurant that we had before in the system. We need to add 

the photo data to the document. To accomplish this task we will follow the following steps: 

1. Load the restaurant object from the database. 

2. Once we have the restaurant object, we need to add the new photo data to the photos 

list. 

3. Insert the restaurant object in the database using the same id. In this way, the 

database will replace the old document with the new one. 

 

4.1.3 - Find faces in photos 

 

This iteration wasn’t plan at beginning of the project. We decided to add this iteration at the 

moment that we started to see the photos in the map.  It was obvious that application was 

collecting lots of photos not related with food. Much of these photos were photos showing 

people and selfies that we didn’t want. So after a meeting we decided to add a face detector 

filter in the application. 

For implement the face detector filter we decided to use the ccv-purejs library for node.js. I 

thought it would be easy to use. The library offers a function that returns the number of faces 

in a photo. But it was much difficult to use than expected. The library documentation is not as 

good as it could be. And the image you have to use is very specific.  

At the end we made the library work. The steps for make it works are: 

1. Load the image – We have the url of the photo in the photo date of Instragram. Using 

the request library for node.js we can load the image from the url. The image is loaded 

as a bytes array. 

2. Create a canvas image object. 

3. Create a canvas object using the canvas image. 

4. Call the function for detects faces.  
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Photos with any face are discarded. 

 

4.1.4 -  Send data to the client 

 

At the moment that one photo passed every filter, it is sent to the client. Also at beginning we 

send every restaurant with the photos to the client. We don’t need to send all the information 

we have about the restaurant and about the photos. We will send only the information 

needed. 

We send an object for every restaurant. This object is sent in json format. We call to this object 

‘restaurant position object’. 

 

Illustration 24: Restaurant position json structure. 

In this object we can find: 

 id – Identifier of the restaurant. Taken from Foursquare restaurant data. 

 infoWindows – This is a HTML code use for print marker popup we saw in section 

3.2.1.3. This code includes the name of the restaurant, the address, the category of 

restaurant and a link to each photo. 

 latitude – Latitude of the restaurant. Also taken from Foursqure restaurant data. 

 longitude – Longitude of the restaurant. Same as latitude. 

 title – Restaurant name. 

 

4.1.4.1- Start 

 

When the application is launch, it loads every restaurant document from the database. And for 

every restaurant creates a restaurant position object, with the format we saw before. The 

objects are placed in an array. 
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4.1.4.2 – User connection 

 

By the time a user enters the website, the application get a request and respond sending the 

arrays of restaurant position objects transformed to json format. Also some parameters of 

configuration for create the map are sent. The initial longitude and latitude where the map will 

be centered. And also the initial zoom. 

 

4.1.4.3 – Add or update restaurant 

 

At the moment we have a new/updated restaurant position object; we have to send it to the 

user. For this purpose we need to use sockets, in our case, through the socket.io library for 

node.js. Socket.IO enables real-time bidirectional event-based communication. Although only 

need one-way communication in Foodstagram. 

After configuring the socket we can use it indicating the name of the event and adding the 

parameters we want to send. In our case we are going to send the new restaurant position 

object. Depending if it’s a new restaurant or if a photo was added to a restaurant, we emit a 

socket to one function or another. 

 

4.1.5 – Looking for deleted photos 

 

Instagram users can delete their photos. If we have a photo that the user deleted and we try to 

display it in the website, the result will be like in the next image. 

For that reason we created a process that works in the 

background and iterate over every photo checking the 

state. If it find a deleted photo, it will be deleted from our 

system. 

With this process we have two benefits: 

1) Save memory in the system deleting photos that  

can’t be shown. 

2) Minimize the number of photos with broken link  

the user can find in the application. 

I said minimize because the process check a photo every 

second, so deleted photos are not detected at the 

moment.  

 Illustration 25: Photo not found. 
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4.2 – Client side implementation 
 

As we saw in the design phase, this application is compose of a unique screen. This screen is a 

website showing a map in full screen.  

When user connects to the website, the client gets some parameters of configurations. We 

saw the parameters in the implementation section 4.1.4.2. After receiving the parameters the 

client create an empty map using the google maps API. The map is created with the next 

parameters:  

 center: Because we want to center the map on a specific point. 

 zoom: The initial resolution at which to display the, where zoom 0 corresponds to a 

map of the Earth fully zoomed out, and higher zoom levels zoom in at a higher 

resolution. 

 mapTypeId: The MapTypeId specifies what kind of map to display.  

o HYBRID, displays a photographic map + roads and city names. 

o ROADMAP, displays a normal, default 2D map. 

o SATELLITE, displays a photographic map. 

o TERRAIN, displays a map with mountains, rivers, etc. 

Besides the parameters for initialize the map, the client also gets an array of restaurant 

position object. Each element in the array represents a marker that we need to add in the 

map. 

 

4.2.1 – Creating a marker 

 

For create a marker we next the next parameter: 

 position: Specifies a latitude and longitude identifying the initial location of the 

marker. 

 map: Specifies the Map on which to place the marker. In our case we only have a map. 

 title: The marker's title will appear as a tooltip. We will show the name of the 

restaurant. 

 Icon: Url of the image icon we want to show. We are going to use the basic google 

marker but with different colors as we saw in design section. 

But the marker is still not complete. We have to add a click event listener specifying what to do 

when user click on the marker. 
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4.2.1.1 - Marker click event 

 

When user clicks in a marker, we will open information window as we saw in the section 

3.2.1.2.  But before, we need to close, if it was open, the last information windows.  

The information window is defined by the size and the context. The context is HTML code. A 

code that is already created and ready to use in the restaurant position object parameter. 

And at the end we want to center the map in the restaurant location. It can be done using a 

function available for map called setCenter, it only need the latitude and longitude. 

 

4.2.2 – Implementing socket events 

 

Before we saw that the server sent new restaurants and updates using sockets. Now is the 

time to implement this sockets events in the client side. 

We define one socket with two events: 

1) addRestaurant – This event indicates that new restaurant must be added to the map, 

For that we need to create a new marker following the steps we saw before. 

 

2) addPhoto – The server received a new photo for a restaurant that is already in the 

map. What we are going to do is to delete the marker of the restaurant that is in the 

map. After we create a new marker following the steps we saw before. 
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5 – PROJECT DEVELOMENT 
 

5.1 – Planning 
 

5.1.1 – Initial planning 

 

The initial planning was made in February ’14. The phases of the project were defined like 

shown in the next table. 

Phase Estimated dedication time  (hours) 

Planning 75 
Analysis and design 32 
IT0 - Initial set up 15 
IT1 - Request real-time photos from Catalonia 28 
IT2 - Preparing DB & store data 24 
IT3 - Data analysis of photos 32 
IT4 - Search of spots near position 36 
IT5 - Identify plate in photo 36 
IT6 - Showing photos in map 64 
IT7 - Research of the data 60 
Final Phase 40 
TOTAL 442 

Table 1: Initial planning time by phase. 

 

5.1.1.1 - Initial project iterations 

 

The initial proposals iterations are described in the next points:  

0) Initial set up 

Create and configure the work environment. The server used for request photos and 

store them will be configured. Furthermore the remote connection to the server will 

be created.  

 

1) Request real-time photos from Catalonia 

In this iteration the project will be able to request to Instagram photos of Catalonia. It 

must be done in real-time. New photos must be captured. 

 

2) Preparing DB & store data 

This iteration will analyze the best way to insert the photos in the data base. We will 

start inserting data in the DB and test the performance. 

 

3) Data analysis of photos 
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The comments and hashtags of the photos will be analyzed. The application will try to 

find words related with food. 

 

4) Search of spots near position 

Now the position where was taken the photo will be used for check near spots. The 

point is to find restaurants near the position. If there is not restaurant we will discard 

the photo. 

 

5) Identify plate in photo 

One algorithm will be developed for try to find a plate in every photo. This iteration 

will need special effort in the test stage to be sure we don’t discard photos of food. 

 

6) Showing photos in map 

In this iteration we are going to show the photos in a map of Catalonia. Only the 

photos that passed every previous filter are going to be shown. 

 

7) Research of the data 

The last iteration will make research about the data. It will identify ‘trendy’ food. 
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5.1.1.2 – Initial Gantt chart 

 

 

Illustration 26: Initial Gantt chart 

 

5.1.2 – Planning changes 

 

During the development of the project some changes had to be done and the iteration IT5 - 

Identify plate in photo were cancel. Also iteration IT7 - Research of the data were canceled, 

due problems for make it work. Also some changes were made in iteration IT3 Data analysis of 

photos. 

Instead of them new iterations were added. These will be introduced in the next points. 
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5.1.2.1 – Cancel iteration IT5 - Identify plate in photo 

 

At begging of the project the goal was to detect a typical 

white circular plate in the photo but when we started to 

see the photos that Foodstagram had been capturing, 

we had to discard this idea.   

Food dishes may be different depending of the 

restaurant. Not only the color, also the shape.

If this filter would be use, the application would reject 

many photos of food. 

 

5.1.2.2 – Cancel iteration IT7 - Research of data 

 

The main goal of this iteration was to use dbpedia for analyze the comments added in the 

photos and try to find food related with food.  

Dbpedia: Semantic database of words extract from Wikipedia. It’s work for 15 languages. 

The idea was to check every word, longer of x characters, from the comment and using 

dbpedia check the nature of the word. But after studying its operation, we couldn’t make it 

work inside the project. 

Not only because we didn’t find the way to use it with the programming language that uses 

the application. Also because every word should be check in every language and it would, 

strongly, affect the speed of the application. 

 

5.1.2.3-  New iteration ‘Face detection’ 

 

At the moment we started to see the photos we had in restaurants after iteration IT4 - Search 

of spots near position it was obvious that we were going to have problem with photos of 

people. We had many photos of people, many selfies. 

For this reason, we wanted to add a new iteration that would use some library for detect faces 

in a photo. If a face, or more than one, is found in the photo, this will be automatically 

rejected.  
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5.1.2.4 - Iteration IT6 - Showing photos in a map moved 

 

The iteration IT6 - Showing photos in a map was deployed before time. With that we wanted 

to display the photos in a map and be able to check easily if the application is working 

correctly. 

Not full iteration was developed; a simple version showing all photos from database was build. 

New photos didn’t appear automatically. The program had to be reset for show new photos.  

 

5.1.2.5 - Modifying the data storage 

 

After IT4 - Search of spots near position in a meeting with the tutor we decided to change how 

we show the photos. And move from model oriented to photos to a model oriented to 

restaurants.  

This decision made us change the structure of objects we were storing in the database. 

Moreover, it also produced changes to the iteration IT6 - Showing photos in a map. The 

changes were made after the iteration was already done. For that reason IT6 took longer time. 

 

5.1.3 – Real planning 

 

The initial part of the project was made on time: planning, analysis and design, IT0 Initial 

setups, IT1 - Request real-time photos from Catalonia. 

After that moment the project suffered some changes. The IT2 was plan to be done between 

8th April and 13th April. But it needed additional time after for modify the data storage system. 

It required additional 9 hours of work. 

The initial IT5 and IT7 were canceled. No time were spent in IT5 but around 15 hours were 

used for study IT7 before cancel it. 

The new iteration of Face detection took around 50 hours. This time includes analysis, design, 

implementation and testing.  
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5.1.3.1 – Final project iterations 

 

Phase Dedicated time  (hours) 

Planning 75 
Analysis and design 32 
IT0 - Initial set up 20 
IT1 - Request real-time photos from Catalonia 28 
IT2 - Preparing DB & store data 33 
IT3 – Showing photos in map 80 
IT4 - Search of spots near position 45 
IT5 - Research of the data (canceled) 15 
IT6 - Find faces in photos 45 
Final Phase 40 
TOTAL 413 

Table 2: Final planning time by phase 

 

5.1.3.2 - Final Gantt chart 

 

 

Illustration 27: Final Gantt chart 
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5.2 – Cost of the project 
 

The final cost of the project is divided between the cost of software and hardware and the cost 

of the developer. 

 

5.2.1 – Hardware cost 

 

The project is being developed in a laptop. The developer needed to be able to work from 

different places. In the next table we can see an estimated cost of the laptop. Also is take in 

account the useful life and the amortization. 

It’s important to note that the server is provided by Departament d’arquitectura de 

Computadors (DAC). This server won’t be dedicated only to this project so it’s not going to be 

included as budget of the project. Moreover the database will be stored in the same server. 

 

 

5.2.2 – Software cost 

 

Some software was needed to carry out the project. Mostly every software used in this project 

is free.  In the next table we have the list. 

 

Product Price Units Useful life Total estimated amortization 

Acer Aspire M3-581TG 595.00 € 1 5 years 59.50€ 
Server & Database 0.00 € 1 N/A 0.00 € 
TOTAL: 595.00 €   59.50 € 

Table 3: Hardware cost. 

Product Price Units Useful life Total estimated amortization 

Windows 7 Home 
premium 

595.00 € 1 3 years Included with Acer laptop 

Microsoft Office 
365 Home premium 

9.99 €/month 1 5 months 49.95 € 

Git 0.00 € 1 N/A 0.00 € 
NotePad ++ 0.00 € 1 N/A 0.00 € 
Instagram API 0.00 € 1 N/A 0.00 € 
Foursquare API 0.00 € 1 N/A 0.00 € 
Diferents libraries 0.00 € 1 N/A 0.00 € 
TOTAL:    49.95 € 

Table 4: Software cost. 
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5.2.3 – Human resources cost 

 

This project is developed by only one developer, that developer it’s me. And the cost for hour 

of the project is calculated with my salary as we developer. With a salary of 24.000 €/year the 

cost for hour id 24.000€/1800h = 13.33€/hour round to 13.5€/hour.  

As we saw before, the total time for develop the project was 413 hours. With a price of 

13.5€/hour it make the total cost of human resources: 

 TOTAL COST = 413 hours * 13.5€/hour = 5575.5 € 

 

5.2.4 – Total project cost 

 

Note that in the total cost we didn’t take into account the cost of IRPF and other taxes that 

company pay for developer. 

Moreover, general cost like electricity, internet, etc. was not count because this project is 

made in an academic ambit. In other case, it would be count for the final project. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Estimated cost 

Hardware 59.50 € 
Software 49.95 € 
Human resources 5575.50 € 
TOTAL: 5649.95 € 

Table 5: Total Project cost. 
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5.3 – Social and environment impact 
 

Foodstagram is going to be use by a small selected group of users.  The application won’t be 

open for public. If it would be public application, the social and environment impact should be 

study deeper. But in the context where is going to be develop the project we assume that 

there’s not environment impact and low social impact. 

The users who are going to have access to the application will have the possibility to consult 

very big data base of photos that will be growing in real time. Assuming that Instagram users 

normally upload photos of food they like, Foodstagram user will be able to see in very easy 

way, using the map of food, what kind of food people prefer. This information could be used 

for create the menu of a restaurant, but we assume that the only users of the application will 

be employers of DAC department and they will not use the information for their business or 

family business. 

In case this application will be open for public, the social impact would be bigger. Foodstagram 

could be used for owners of restaurants and also for people who are looking for new 

restaurants. 
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6 – CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The project has been built successfully. We manage to build the communication with the 

different socials networks and we are capturing data at real time. Moreover, the connection 

between the server and the client is working and new date are automatically been shown in 

the website. 

The negative point is that the result doesn’t show as many photo as we expected of dinning 

plates. We have many photos of people or landscapes that are not interesting for the 

application. Although we created a new filter for discard photos with faces, it doesn’t work 

perfect and some faces are not detected. 

The positive is that we created a versatile application that is very easy to configure, for any 

user, using the files we provided.  

As future work, many doors are open. New filters can be added to the application, without 

need of modifying the entire project, in order to improve the final result. It would be perfect to 

add pattern recognition for food at the moment it will be in the market. Also we could make 

the filters configurable, giving to the users choose the filters the want to use.  

Moreover, it’s possible to add more types of Instagram subscription, like tags subscriptions. 

And instead of subscribe to a location, subscribe to a food, to a music festival or whatever we 

want. 

After finish the project I can see infinitive possibilities of adaptations for Foodstagram. 
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7 - GLOSARY 
 

API Application Programming Interface 

CSS Cascading Style Sheets 

GPS Global Positioning System 

HTML HyperText Markup Language 

I/O Input/Output 

JS JavaScript 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation 

RAM Random-Access Memory 

SM Social Media 

URL Uniform resource locator 

XML Extensible Markup Language 
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ANNEX A: Initial configuration files 
 

In this annex I would like to show and explain the criteria used for create the initial 

configuration of the cities.json and restaurantsCategories.js configuration files. 

cities.json 

For create this file we needed to choose 30 cities of Catalonia. The first idea was to use the 

most populated cities. This information is provided in Statistical Institute of Catalonia web. 

http://www.idescat.cat/pub/?id=aec&n=250.  

 

Population Area km2 Population density/km2 

Barcelona 1.611.822 101,4 15.903,5 

Hospitalet de Llobregat, l' 254.056 12,4 20.488,4 

Badalona 219.708 21,2 10.373,4 

Terrassa 215.055 70,2 3.065,2 

Sabadell 207.649 37,8 5.494,8 

Lleida 139.809 212,3 658,5 

Tarragona 133.545 57,9 2.306,5 

Mataró 124.099 22,5 5.508,2 

Santa Coloma de 

Gramenet 120.029 7,0 17.147,0 

Reus 106.790 52,8 2.021,8 

Girona 97.292 39,1 2.487,0 

Cornellà de Llobregat 86.687 7,0 12.401,6 

Sant Cugat del Vallès 86.108 48,2 1.785,4 

Sant Boi de Llobregat 83.408 21,5 3.884,9 

Manresa 76.170 41,7 1.828,8 

Rubí 74.468 32,3 2.305,5 

Vilanova i la Geltrú 66.275 34,0 1.949,8 

Viladecans 65.444 20,4 3.208,0 

Prat de Llobregat, el 63.419 31,4 2.019,1 

Castelldefels 63.077 12,9 4.901,1 

Granollers 59.753 14,9 4.018,4 

Cerdanyola del Vallès 57.642 30,6 1.886,2 

Mollet del Vallès 51.954 10,8 4.824,0 

Esplugues de Llobregat 46.667 4,6 10.145,0 

Gavà 46.377 30,8 1.508,2 

Figueres 45.123 19,3 2.338,0 

Sant Feliu de Llobregat 43.769 11,8 3.703,0 

Vic 41.647 30,6 1.361,9 

Lloret de Mar 40.803 48,7 837,7 

Blanes 39.660 17,7 2.245,8 

 

Using the city as the center of the point and a radius of 3km, we had covert the next area: 

http://www.idescat.cat/pub/?id=aec&n=250
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We can see that many of the point are located near Barcelona and any city of the north west 

of Catalonia is covered. Using this solution will have the biggest amount of photos but we 

didn’t like the distribution.  

In order to find a more distributed solution, we decided to use thirty most populated capitals 

of region.  
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This solution has a better distribution but some of the cities had very low population and we 

didn’t see any photo appear, for that reason we decided to use a mix between both solutions. 

Also we wanted to add some city from the north west.  
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This is the final solution that is configured in Foodstagram by default. Here we can find the 

names of the selected cities with the latitude and longitude: 

1. Barcelona (41.3931,2.1685) 

2. Terrassa (41.5611,2.0081) 

3. Mataro (41.5400,2.4400) 

4. Tarragona (41.1157,1.2496) 

5. Lleida (41.6167,0.6333) 

6. Girona (41.9833,2.8167) 

7. Granollers (41.6362,2.3013) 

8. Reus (41.1475,1.1672) 

9. Vilanova i la Geltrú (41.2242,1.7256) 

10. Figueres (42.2658,2.9597) 

11. Igualada (41.5833,1.6167) 

12. Vilafranca del Penedès (41.3483,1.6929) 

13. Tortosa (40.8125,0.5167) 

14. Amposta (40.7106,0.5808) 

15. Olot (42.181,2.4901) 

16. Valls (41.2833,1.2500) 
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17. Berga (42.1012,1.8439) 

18. Vic (41.9165,2.2800) 

19. Gava, Castelldefels and Viladecans (41.2987,2.0026) 

20. Sabadell, Mollet, La Llagosta and Palau (41.5453,2.1596) 

21. Banyoles (42.1194,2.7664) 

22. Ripoll (42.2000,2.1833) 

23. Blanes and Lloret de Mar (41.7042,2.8008) 

24. Cervera (41.6726,4.5000) 

25. La Seu d'Urgell (42.3667,1.4500) 

26. Montblanc (41.3573,1.1616) 

27. Puigcerdà (42.4317,1.9283) 

28. Tremp (42.1672,0.8944) 

29. Manresa (41.7257,1.8236) 

30. Vielha (42.7042,0.7961) 

 

restauratCategories.json 

In order to choose the categories we wanted to use in Foodstagram, we checked the category 

hierarchy provided by Instagram and chose all restaurant venues. Here is a list with the name 

and the identifier of the chosen: 

1. Afghan Restaurant: 503288ae91d4c4b30a586d67 

2. African Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1c8941735 

3. American Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d14e941735 

4. Arepa Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d152941735 

5. Argentinian Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d107941735 

6. Asian Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d142941735 

7. Australian Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d169941735 

8. Austrian Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b7a01 

9. Belarusian Restaurant: 52e928d0bcbc57f1066b7e97 

10. Belgian Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b7a02 

11. Brazilian Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d16b941735 

12. Baiano Restaurant: 52939ae13cf9994f4e043a3b 

13. Central Brazilian Restaurant: 52939a9e3cf9994f4e043a36 

14. Goiano Restaurant: 52939af83cf9994f4e043a3d 

15. Mineiro Restaurant: 52939aed3cf9994f4e043a3c 

16. Northeastern Brazilian Restaurant: 52939aae3cf9994f4e043a37 

17. Northern Brazilian Restaurant: 52939ab93cf9994f4e043a38 

18. Southeastern Brazilian Restaurant: 52939ac53cf9994f4e043a39 

19. Southern Brazilian Restaurant: 52939ad03cf9994f4e043a3a 

20. Cajun / Creole Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d17a941735 

21. Cambodian Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b7a03 

22. Caribbean Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d144941735 

23. Caucasian Restaurant: 5293a7d53cf9994f4e043a45 
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24. Chinese Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d145941735 

25. Anhui Restaurant: 52af3a5e3cf9994f4e043bea 

26. Beijing Restaurant: 52af3a723cf9994f4e043bec 

27. Cantonese Restaurant: 52af3a7c3cf9994f4e043bed 

28. Chinese Aristocrat Restaurant: 52af3a673cf9994f4e043beb 

29. Dongbei Restaurant: 52af3a9f3cf9994f4e043bef 

30. Fujian Restaurant: 52af3aaa3cf9994f4e043bf0 

31. Guizhou Restaurant: 52af3ab53cf9994f4e043bf1 

32. Hainan Restaurant: 52af3abe3cf9994f4e043bf2 

33. Hakka Restaurant: 52af3ac83cf9994f4e043bf3 

34. Henan Restaurant: 52af3ad23cf9994f4e043bf4 

35. Hong Kong Restaurant: 52af3add3cf9994f4e043bf5 

36. Huaiyang Restaurant: 52af3af23cf9994f4e043bf7 

37. Hubei Restaurant: 52af3ae63cf9994f4e043bf6 

38. Hunan Restaurant: 52af3afc3cf9994f4e043bf8 

39. Imperial Restaurant: 52af3b053cf9994f4e043bf9 

40. Jiangsu Restaurant: 52af3b213cf9994f4e043bfa 

41. Jiangxi Restaurant: 52af3b293cf9994f4e043bfb 

42. Macanese Restaurant: 52af3b343cf9994f4e043bfc 

43. Manchu Restaurant: 52af3b3b3cf9994f4e043bfd 

44. Peking Duck Restaurant: 52af3b463cf9994f4e043bfe 

45. Shaanxi Restaurant: 52af3b633cf9994f4e043c01 

46. Shandong Restaurant: 52af3b513cf9994f4e043bff 

47. Shanghai Restaurant: 52af3b593cf9994f4e043c00 

48. Shanxi Restaurant: 52af3b6e3cf9994f4e043c02 

49. Szechuan Restaurant: 52af3b773cf9994f4e043c03 

50. Taiwanese Restaurant: 52af3b813cf9994f4e043c04 

51. Tianjin Restaurant: 52af3b893cf9994f4e043c05 

52. Xinjiang Restaurant: 52af3b913cf9994f4e043c06 

53. Yunnan Restaurant: 52af3b9a3cf9994f4e043c07 

54. Zhejiang Restaurant: 52af3ba23cf9994f4e043c08 

55. Comfort Food Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b7a00 

56. Cuban Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d154941735 

57. Czech Restaurant: 52f2ae52bcbc57f1066b8b81 

58. Dim Sum Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1f5931735 

59. Dumpling Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d108941735 

60. Eastern European Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d109941735 

61. English Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b7a05 

62. Ethiopian Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d10a941735 

63. Falafel Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d10b941735 

64. Fast Food Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d16e941735 

65. Filipino Restaurant: 4eb1bd1c3b7b55596b4a748f 

66. Fondue Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b7a09 

67. French Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d10c941735 

68. German Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d10d941735 
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69. Gluten-free Restaurant: 4c2cd86ed066bed06c3c5209 

70. Greek Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d10e941735 

71. Halal Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b79ff 

72. Hawaiian Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b79fe 

73. Himalayan Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b79fb 

74. Hotpot Restaurant: 52af0bd33cf9994f4e043bdd 

75. Hungarian Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b79fa 

76. Indian Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d10f941735 

77. Indonesian Restaurant: 4deefc054765f83613cdba6f 

78. Acehnese Restaurant: 52960eda3cf9994f4e043ac9 

79. Balinese Restaurant: 52960eda3cf9994f4e043acb 

80. Betawinese Restaurant: 52960eda3cf9994f4e043aca 

81. Javanese Restaurant: 52960eda3cf9994f4e043ac7 

82. Manadonese Restaurant: 52960eda3cf9994f4e043ac8 

83. Padangnese Restaurant: 52960eda3cf9994f4e043ac5 

84. Sundanese Restaurant: 52960eda3cf9994f4e043ac6 

85. Irish Pub: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b7a06 

86. Italian Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d110941735 

87. Japanese Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d111941735 

88. Jewish Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b79fd 

89. Korean Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d113941735 

90. Kosher Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b79fc 

91. Latin American Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1be941735 

92. Empanada Restaurant: 52939a8c3cf9994f4e043a35 

93. Malaysian Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d156941735 

94. Mediterranean Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1c0941735 

95. Mexican Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1c1941735 

96. Middle Eastern Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d115941735 

97. Modern European Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b79f9 

98. Molecular Gastronomy Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1c2941735 

99. Mongolian Restaurant: 4eb1d5724b900d56c88a45fe 

100. Moroccan Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1c3941735 

101. New American Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d157941735 

102. Pakistani Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b79f8 

103. Persian Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b79f7 

104. Peruvian Restaurant: 4eb1bfa43b7b52c0e1adc2e8 

105. Polish Restaurant: 52e81612bcbc57f1066b7a04 

106. Portuguese Restaurant: 4def73e84765ae376e57713a 

107. Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1c4941735 

108. Romanian Restaurant: 52960bac3cf9994f4e043ac4 

109. Russian Restaurant: 5293a7563cf9994f4e043a44 

110. Scandinavian Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1c6941735 

111. Seafood Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1ce941735 

112. South American Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1cd941735 

113. Southern / Soul Food Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d14f941735 
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114. Spanish Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d150941735 

115. Paella Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d14d941735 

116. Sushi Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1d2941735 

117. Swiss Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d158941735 

118. Tapas Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1db931735 

119. Tatar Restaurant: 52e928d0bcbc57f1066b7e98 

120. Thai Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d149941735 

121. Tibetan Restaurant: 52af39fb3cf9994f4e043be9 

122. Turkish Restaurant: 4f04af1f2fb6e1c99f3db0bb 

123. Doner Restaurant: 5283c7b4e4b094cb91ec88d8 

124. Home Cooking Restaurant: 5283c7b4e4b094cb91ec88d4 

125. Kebab Restaurant: 5283c7b4e4b094cb91ec88d7 

126. Kokoreç Restaurant: 5283c7b4e4b094cb91ec88d6 

127. Ukrainian Restaurant: 52e928d0bcbc57f1066b7e96 

128. Varenyky restaurant: 52e928d0bcbc57f1066b7e9a 

129. West-Ukrainian Restaurant: 52e928d0bcbc57f1066b7e9b 

130. Vegetarian / Vegan Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d1d3941735 

131. Vietnamese Restaurant: 4bf58dd8d48988d14a94173 
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